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Radial growth of trees can result in opposite wood (OW) and compression wood

(CW) due to the varying impact of stem mechanical stress, such as that caused by

gravity or wind. Previous research has identified higher xylem production in CW

compared to OW. Yet, it remains unclear whether the difference in the number of

xylem cells between OW and CW results from differences in growth rate or the

duration of xylem cells. In this study, we collected wood microcores on a weekly

basis from March 2019 to January 2020 in Pinus massoniana Lamb. located on

a steep slope. Our objective was to compare the dynamic of cambial activity

and resulting cellular anatomical parameters between OW and CW in a humid

subtropical environment. Our results showed that the xylem phenology of OW

and CW was generally consistent with the xylem cell division process beginning

in early March and ceasing in November. The last latewood cell completed

its differentiation at the end of December. The response of wood formation

dynamics to climate was consistent in both OW and CW. Moreover, both wood

types exhibited a limited development of the enlargement phase due to the heat

and drought during the summer. The rate of cell division was responsible for

90.7% of the variability in the number of xylem cells. The CW xylem obtained a

larger number of cells by increasing the rate of cell division and displayed thinner

earlywood cells with larger lumens than OW cells. Our findings showed that the

xylem of conifer species responds to mechanical stress by accelerating the cell

division rate. As a result, we suggest calculating the ratio between OW and CW

widths to reconstruct wind stress changes rather than calculating the residuals

used in the current study.
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1. Introduction

Trees form annual rings due to the seasonal changes that occur
within a year (Little and Bonga, 1974). The cambium, which is
the tissue responsible for the production of new wooden cells,
typically remains active from spring to autumn (Campoy et al.,
2011; Singh et al., 2017). Environmental conditions before or
during the growing season can directly influence the characteristics
of the cells produced and the consequent functioning of xylem
(Kellomäki and Wang, 2001; Rathgeber et al., 2016; Castagneri
et al., 2017). Tree rings can provide insight into past climate
conditions, for example, missing rings may indicate very cool
summers (George and Anchukaitis, 2015) and intra-annual density
fluctuations (IADFs) indicating extreme climate events during the
growing season (De Micco et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2020; Gao et al.,
2021). The dynamics of tree growth can reflect past environmental
changes and play a significant role in global change (Frank et al.,
2022).

However, xylem cells within the same annual rings may
exhibit distinct characteristics in different directions. For instance,
mechanical stress, such as snow pressure or prevailing winds
can cause the generation of specific wood structures, known
as “reaction wood” (Sultana and Rahman, 2013). This type of
wood induces asymmetric growth patterns (Groover, 2016) and
is responsible for controlling the response to mechanical stress
in conifers, unlike tension wood in hardwood species (Telewski,
2016). Current research indicates that the formation mechanism
of compression wood (CW) is highly intricate and regulated by
gravity, plant hormones, and gene expression (Du and Yamamoto,
2007; Yamashita et al., 2007, 2009). However, it is relatively
clear that when trees experience mechanical stress that causes
tilting, they adapt to the gravitational force, resulting in CW
formation (Yamashita et al., 2007; Sultana and Rahman, 2013). The
composition and structure of the CW’s cell wall undergo significant
changes. Notably, CW exhibits an increase in cellulose content,
and the content and composition of lignin also undergo alterations
(Peng et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). CW is characterized by thicker
cells with a gelatinous layer produced in the compressed stem
region, leading to stiffer mechanical characteristics (Donaldson,
2001). Moreover, annual rings in the compressed stem region are
usually larger and contain more cells than those on the opposite
side of the stem (OW, opposite wood) (Donaldson et al., 2004).

The reconstruction of mechanical stress relies on the
asymmetric growth of the stem, which typically indicates the timing
and strength of the stem eccentricity (Zhang et al., 2017; Fang
et al., 2022a). For example, Fang et al. (2022b) have proposed
a method to reconstruct wind speed by analyzing shifts in the
geometric center of tree rings. Although there is significant interest
in comprehending the drivers of wood formation, particularly in
response to climate, the formation of reaction wood has received
little attention (Palombo et al., 2018). Therefore, quantifying and
comprehending the differences between CW and OW or other
types of wood could provide valuable insights into wood formation
processes. Moreover, it could improve the use of annually datable
markers in mechanical events-related reconstruction.

In this study, we investigated the intra-annual xylem formation
dynamics of Pinus massoniana Lamb. in both OW and CW as
well as their responses to climate and mechanical stress using
microcore monitoring. We hypothesized that the intra-annual

xylem formation dynamics and climate responses would exhibit
similarities between OW and CW and that xylem would respond
to mechanical stress by accelerating the rate of cell division.
Specifically, our tasks were as follows: to (a) obtain the intra-annual
xylem formation dynamics of P. massoniana Lamb. in both OW
and CW and analyze the response of xylem cell dynamics to climate;
(b) compare the anatomical characteristics of xylem cells in OW
and CW; and (c) investigate the effect of the duration and rate of cell
division on the number of xylem cells. By doing so, we hope to gain
a better understanding of the physiological mechanisms underlying
differential growth in a tree of different aspects. Results obtained
could help to verify or propose a methodology for reconstructing
regional wind speed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study region

This study was conducted at the Geshikao (GSK) nature reserve
in Sanming City, Fujian Province (26◦9′13′′’N, 117◦28′19′′E, 320 m
above sea level), which is a permanent monitoring site in the humid
subtropical region of China (Figure 1A). Specifically, the site is
located on a steep hill (slope angle of ca. 50◦) in a mixed forest of
bamboo and P. massoniana Lamb. and is 3 km away from the GSK
field station (Figure 1B). The main soil type in the study area is
mountain red soil followed by mountain yellow soil and purple soil.

The mean annual temperature at the study site between 1954
and 2019 was 19.46◦C, with the warmest and coldest monthly
mean temperatures of 34.72 and 5.84◦C being recorded in July
and January, respectively. Annual precipitation at the site is
1,573 mm, roughly 75% of which is received from March to August
(data from Yong’an meteorological station) (Figure 1C). Yong’an
meteorological station is 25.5 km away from the monitoring
site. Daily mean, maximum, and minimum air temperatures, as
well as total precipitation, were collected by the micro-automatic
meteorological station at the GSK field station (Figure 1D). The
daily-scale meteorological data was simultaneously monitored with
a 3-m high automated weather station (KME101, LSI-LASTEM,
Milan, Italy). A set of probes for measuring air temperature (Ta;
KME101, accuracy ± 0.2◦C) and precipitation (P; DQA230.1#C,
resolution 0.2 mm).

2.2. Tree selection and sample
preparation

Four healthy P. massoniana Lamb. trees were selected. The
monitored trees had an average diameter at breast height (DBH)
of 37.7± 5.5 cm, height of 13.9± 1 m, and tree age of 45± 2 years.
The sample size and tree parameters met the requirements of a
micro-sampling study (Nehrbass-Ahles et al., 2014; Huang et al.,
2018). From 11 March 2019 to 10 January 2020, weekly samples
were taken at breast height (i.e., 1.3 m above the ground) using
a Trephor (Rossi et al., 2006). Microcores were collected from
both the CW (the widest tree rings) and the OW (the narrowest
tree rings) (as seen in Supplementary Figure 2). Each core had
a diameter of 2 mm and a length of 2–3 cm that contained at
least two intact xylem and lamellar bands with adjacent phloem
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FIGURE 1

Site location and sampling design. Location of the sampling site of Geshikao station in Sanming City of Fujian Province (A). The plot is located on a
45◦ slope within a mixed forest of bamboo and Pinus massoniana Lamb. (B). The monthly climate data of Yong’an meteorology station from 1954 to
2019 (C). The daily climate data of the GSK meteorology station during 2019 (D).

(Zheng et al., 2021). To maximize the use of limited sampling
locations and minimize influences between adjacent sample areas,
samples were taken in a zigzag pattern around the trunk, with a
minimum distance of 5 cm between each sample (Supplementary
Figure 3). A total of 360 samples were collected and immediately
stored in a mixed solution of 70% alcohol and glacial acetic acid
(mixing ratio: 9:1). In the laboratory, samples were dehydrated in
different concentrations of alcohol (70, 90, 95, and 100%), soaked in
limonene, and finally embedded in paraffin. Transverse sections of
12 µm were cut using a rotary microtome and stained with safranin
and Astra blue (Li et al., 2019).

2.3. Cell types and anatomical
parameters

The three continuous columns of cell counts showing good
quality and absence of disturbances were selected for the
measurements of each sample, and the cells were identified as
cambium cells, enlargement cells, wall thickening cells, and mature
cells (Rathgeber et al., 2016). The average weekly number of cells
in each differentiation phase was then expressed as a function
of day of the year (DOY) (Rathgeber, 2012). The cambium cells
are typically flattened and have very thin walls, and enlargement
cells have an irregular radial diameter and are at least two

times larger than cambium cells. Wall-thickening cells appear
shiny under polarized light compared to enlargement cells, and
mature cells are red-stained by safranin and have mature tubular
cells (Camarero et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2018; Supplementary
Figure 4). The onset of radial stem growth was determined by the
appearance of the first enlargement cells, and radial stem growth
was considered completed when wall-thickening cells no longer
appeared (Rossi et al., 2006).

Using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD,
USA), we measured the cell anatomical parameters of the last
collected samples after the end of the growing season (i.e., on 10
January 2020; DOY 375). These included the radial parameters:
double cell wall thickness (2CWT), radial lumen diameter (LD),
lumen area (LA), cell area (CA), and cell number (Num). Cell
wall area (CWA) was calculated as the difference between the
CA and LAs (Cuny et al., 2019). According to Mork’s criterion
(Denne, 1989), we divided mature cells into earlywood cells
(2CWT/LD < 0.5) and latewood cells (2CWT/LD ≥ 0.5).

2.4. Statistics and analysis

The number of cells can differ largely between aspects due
to differences in growth rate. Therefore, standardization of the
number of xylem cells was necessary. This can be achieved by using
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the number of cambium xylem cells of the previous tree ring width
as a reference (Rossi et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2018). The formula
used for this standardization is as follows:

nci = ncmi × rwm/rws (1)

where nci is the standardized number of xylem cells, ncmi is the
measured number of xylem cells, rwm is the mean width of the
previous tree rings for all samples, and rws is the width of the
previous tree rings for each sample (Zheng et al., 2021).

Different from the simple unimodal growth characteristics in
the alpine region, the radial growth in the humid subtropical
region has a complex growth pattern (Huang et al., 2018; Liu
et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2021). Given that generalized additive
models (GAMs) are data-driven, they are better able to describe
complex intra-annual wood formation dynamics than traditional
Gompertz functions (Cuny et al., 2013). So, we used GAMs to
model the growth of cambium xylem cells (enlargement + wall
thickening + mature cells) in both the CW and OW of each tree.
The model is represented by the equation

E(y/x1) = f (x1) (2)

In the equation, y is the response variable (the number of cambium
xylem cells), x1 is the DOY and f represents the smoothing
function. The Poisson link function is used given that the response
variable is a count variable. Its derivative was further calculated to
obtain the rate of cell division (Huang et al., 2018).

A model is constructed to demonstrate the correlation between
the number of cambium xylem cells (Ncell), the mean rate (rm),
and the duration (1tE) of cell production. The Ncell is the median
number of cells remaining in the sample after the cells have stopped
dividing. The rm is the average of the rate of cell division, and the
1tE is calculated from observations, which represents the during of
cell division, from the emergence to the disappearance of enlarged
cells (Rathgeber et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2019):

Ncell = f (rm ×1tE) (3)

Before determining the correlation between the number or rate of
cells at different times and climate records, average meteorological
variables were calculated over a 7- and 10-day period preceding
the sampling date. This is because xylem cell growth is affected
by climate with a lag effect (Prislan et al., 2016). The variations in
key times of xylem phenology and wood anatomy between CW and
OW were identified using ANOVA and Tukey’s test. Normality was
confirmed for all critical dates before using ANOVA.

3. Results

3.1. Xylem cell dynamics and their
response to climate

The seasonal dynamic of xylem cell numbers at different phase
in both CW and OW were very similar. Cambial cells enlarged
in early March and stopped dividing in November. The number
of cambium cells fluctuated between three and seven throughout
the growing season at both wood types and stabilized at ca. five at
the end of the xylem enlargement phase (Figure 2A). At the initial

FIGURE 2

Number of cambium cells (A), enlargement cells (B), wall thickening
cells (C), and mature cells (D) of OW (red) and CW (blue) of Pinus
massoniana Lamb. during 2019 at GSK field station. The dots and
the bars represent the mean cell number and standard errors
among the four selected trees, respectively.

sampling date (March 11, DOY 70), CW samples already presented
cells in the enlargement phase, indicating that the cambium had
begun to activate before the first date. In contrast, the OW cambium
did not activate until the second sampling date (March 16, DOY
75). The seasonal dynamic of the enlarged cells exhibited a bimodal
pattern. The enlarged cells reached a first growth peak in early
April (DOY 100), and then gradually decreased until a secondary
growth peak occurred in early October (DOY 280) (Figure 2B).
The bimodal pattern in the wall thickening phase was less evident
(Figure 2C), while the intra-annual dynamics of mature cells are
characterized by a single “S” shaped change (Figure 2D).

The response of xylem cell numbers at different phase to
climatic factors (minimum, mean and maximum temperatures,
and precipitation) was highly consistent between CW and OW.
The effects of temperature and precipitation on xylem cell
numbers between CW and OW were independent of time periods.
Precipitation had a weak promoting effect on cells in the mature
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FIGURE 3

The correlation between the number of mature cells (MC), the
number of cumulated cells (CC), and climatic variables at the
monitoring site during 2019 of OW and CW. Mean, minimum, and
maximum temperature (◦C) and total precipitation (mm) on a 7-day
(A) and 10-day (B) duration prior to the sampling. Red stands for
positive correlation while blue is negative. The number in the box
indicates the correlation coefficient (r value). Black numbers
indicate P > 0.05, and white numbers indicate P < 0.05.

phase and the cumulated cells (P > 0.05). Temperature had an
inhibiting effect on cells in the mature phase and the cumulated
cells (P > 0.05), while the temperature 10 days before sampling
significantly inhibited cells in the mature phase and the cumulated
cells (P < 0.05) (Figure 3).

3.2. Phenological timing and the rate of
xylem cell division

The phenological timings between OW and CW were
insignificantly different, while the rate of xylem cell division was
significantly different. The cambium activates at DOY 75± 3 (OW)
and DOY 73 ± 5 (CW), and cell division ended at DOY 307 ± 5
(OW) and DOY 321 ± 7 (CW), leading to 1tE of 232 ± 8 days
(OW) and 248 ± 12 days (CW), respectively. The first latewood
cells appeared at DOY 193 ± 18 (OW) and DOY 179 ± 8 (CW),
respectively. The date of first appearance of cell wall thickening cells
was on DOY 82± 10 (OW) and DOY 79± 8 (CW). The cambium
entered the dormancy stage at DOY 352 ± 3 (OW) and DOY
359 ± 5 (CW), respectively. There was no significant difference in
the growing season length between OW and CW (279 ± 13 and
284 ± 13 days for OW and CW, respectively; Table 1). The GAMs
model explained 80.9% (83.9%) of the intra-annual dynamics of
xylem cells at the OW (CW) (Figure 4A). The seasonal dynamics of
the cell division rate showed a bimodal shape, with the cell division
rate reaching a first growth peak in early March and a second
growth peak in the middle of September (Figure 4B). The rm for
OW was 0.126 cells/day and the rm for CW was 0.154 cells/day.
When compared to OW, xylem cell production and rm of CW

increased by 22.2 and 24.8%, respectively. However, the 1tE for CW
was only 6% longer than OW.

The response of cell production rates at different periods
(earlywood phase or latewood phase) to climatic factors (minimum,
mean and maximum temperatures, and precipitation) was highly
consistent between CW and OW. During earlywood formation,
temperature and precipitation did not significantly affect the
xylem cell division rate during earlywood formation, while the
precipitation the 10 days before sampling significantly promoted
the production rate of earlywood cells (P < 0.05). However, during
latewood growth temperature significantly facilitated the rate of cell
production. The mean temperature of 7 days before sampling and
both the mean and maximum temperature 10 days before sampling
significantly promoted the latewood cell production rate (P < 0.05)
(Figure 5).

3.3. Rate and duration of wood
production

A physical model was constructed to determine whether xylem
cell production is controlled by rm or 1tE. The model, which
was based on Ncell, rm, and 1tE, was found to have a good fit
(COD = 70.2%) (Figure 6A). Sensitivity analysis of the model
revealed that an increase in rm resulted in a corresponding increase
in Ncell, while 1tE had a minor effect on Ncell (Figure 6B). The
model indicated that a majority portion (90.7%) of the variability in
Ncell was attributed to rm. When rm remains constant at the mean
and 1tE varies around its mean by twice its standard deviation,
Ncell varies only in the range of 36.5–39.2 cells (a range of variation
of 2.7 cells). Similarly, when 1tE was constant at its mean and rm
varied around its mean within twice its standard deviation, Ncell
varied within a range of 24.6–51.1 cells (a range of variation of 26.5
cells).

3.4. The cellular anatomy between OW
and CW

A comparison of microcore sections revealed differences in
xylem cell anatomy between CW and OW (Supplementary
Figures 2B, C). Compared to OW, CW earlywood cells exhibited
distinct anatomical changes. Specifically, compared to OW
earlywood cells, the 2CWT of CW was slightly thinner (P > 0.05);
the LD of CW earlywood cells was significantly larger (P < 0.05);
the LA and CA were larger but insignificant (P > 0.05); and the
CWA and Num increased significantly (P < 0.05) (Figures 7A, C,
E, G, I, K). Compared to OW, CW had smaller 2CWT, LA, CWA,
LD, and CA but a higher number of latewood cells. However, it
is worth noting that none of the differences in latewood anatomy

TABLE 1 Critical dates of xylem phenology between OW (opposite wood) and CW (compressed wood) of Pinus massoniana Lamb.

Type EC onset
(DOY)

EC end
(DOY)

WT onset
(DOY)

Xylem end
(DOY)

Lw onset
(DOY)

Duration of cell
division (day)

Duration of growing
season (day)

OW 75± 3A 307± 5A 82± 10A 352± 3A 193± 18A 232± 8A 279± 13A

CW 73± 5A 321± 7A 79± 8A 359± 5A 179± 8A 248± 12A 284± 13A

Numerical values are mean ± standard error. The same letters are not statistically different at 0.05 probability. EC indicates the phase of the enlargement cell; WT indicates the phase of the
wall thickening cell; Lw indicates the phase of latewood.
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FIGURE 4

The dynamic (A) and the cell growth rate (B) of cumulated cells (enlargement cells + wall thickening cells + mature cells) of OW (red) and CW (blue)
of Pinus massoniana Lamb. modeled by the GAM model during 2019.

were significant (Figures 7B, D, F, H, J, L). When comparing the
morphology of earlywood to latewood cells, it was observed that
earlywood cells in CW had larger cells with thinner walls and larger
lumens, while latewood cells were significantly smaller with thicker
walls and smaller lumens.

FIGURE 5

The correlation between the cell growth rate of earlywood phase
(A), latewood phase (B), and climatic variables at the monitoring site
during 2019. Mean, minimum, and maximum temperature (◦C) and
total precipitation (mm) on a 7-day (P7) and 10-day (P10) duration
prior to the sampling. Red stand for positive correlation while blue is
negative. Black numbers indicate P > 0.05, white numbers indicate
P < 0.05, and yellow numbers indicate P < 0.01.

FIGURE 6

The physical simple model between the number of cambium xylem
cells (Ncell) and the rate (rm) and duration (1tE) of cell division (A).
Sensitivity analysis of the physical model (B). The dashed lines
represent the means, and the frame delimits the area of the
mean ± standard deviation; the black lines indicate the number of
cells.

4. Discussion

4.1. Dry and hot summer climate induces
bimodal growth

In this study, xylem cell division of P. massoniana Lamb.
began in March and ceased in November. The growth duration
was prolonged by 3–4 months compared to coniferous species in
cold environments (Rossi et al., 2016) but was consistent with the
findings of Huang et al. (2018) and Zheng et al. (2021) who reported
that the regional climate plays a significant role in wood formation
processes of subtropical conifers. A humid and warm climate is
optimal for leaf photosynthesis, which will further promote the
radial growth of trees (Ding et al., 2021). When favorable conditions
occur in the spring, cambium cells begin to divide and expand (Li
et al., 2017). Turgor within the cells is essential to maintain the
expansion pressure required for division and expansion, and the
availability of water plays a crucial role at this stage (as seen in
Supplementary Figure 1; Cabon et al., 2020). At the early and late
stages of cell expansion, the temperature in the study area is already
high, but the low precipitation levels do not effectively replenish
soil moisture, which has an inhibiting effect on the production of
expanding cells (Song et al., 2022).

It is worth noting that the seasonal dynamic of xylem cells
at the enlargement and wall thickening phase of P. massoniana
Lamb. in the study area presented a bimodal pattern, which is
in line with previous reports in the Mediterranean region that is
driven by seasonal changes in water availability (Pacheco et al.,
2016; Campelo et al., 2018). Radial growth of P. massoniana Lamb.
in the study area is affected by summer heat and drought (Li
et al., 2016). Studies using tree-ring isotopes and dendrometer
measurements suggest that tree growth of subtropical conifers is
constrained by summer heat and drought (Liu et al., 2019; Bing
et al., 2022), leading to the bimodal seasonal growth patterns
of trees in humid subtropical China. As the latewood cells
develop, the regulation of cell production rates transitions from
being solely dependent on precipitation to becoming modulated
by temperature. The occurrence of summer drought results in
decreased activity of the cambium or even dormancy, which
subsequently causes a seasonal alteration in limiting factors that
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FIGURE 7

Comparison of the wood anatomical parameters between opposite wood (OW, red) and compressed wood (CW, blue). Double cell wall thickness
(2CWT), radial lumen diameter (LD), lumen area (LA), cell area (CA), cell wall area (CWA), and number (Num) of earlywood (Ew) (A,C,E,G,I,K) and
latewood (Lw) (B,D,F,H,J,L). Numerical values are mean ± standard error. Shades of red indicate a significant difference at 0.05 probability.

restrict the growth rate of xylem cells (Cartenì et al., 2018; Liu X.
et al., 2018).

4.2. The influence of mechanical stress
on xylem formation

Several studies have suggested that wood production is
correlated with the length of the growing season (Rossi et al., 2012;
Liu S. et al., 2018; Camarero et al., 2022). However, others contend
that wood production may be more strongly influenced by the rate
of cell production rather than growing season length (Ren et al.,
2019; Jiang et al., 2021). Our research demonstrated that a faster
rate cell production leads to larger wood production on the CW.
The tree-ring of P. massoniana Lamb. exhibits evident eccentricity
in order to regain their upright position via maintaining balance
(Bamber, 2001; Donaldson and Singh, 2013). The tree growth
responds to mechanical stress in different aspects by changing the
rate of cell production.

During the sampling process, it was observed that on steep
slopes, the branches of P. massoniana Lamb. were primarily located
on the downhill side, and the young leaves and shoots of the
canopy were the main sites of phytohormone production (Huang
et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2021), indicating that phytohormones play
a significant role in the xylem formation of coniferous species
(Guo et al., 2022). Studies have shown that the concentration
of phytohormones in the trunk affects the rate of division
and differentiation, size, and lignin accumulation in xylem cells

(Perrot-Rechenmann, 2010; Sorce et al., 2013; Rathgeber et al.,
2016; Buttò et al., 2020). At the start of xylem activity, before the
plant begins to sprout, there is no difference in phytohormone
concentration between OW and CW, and the timing of xylem
initiation is also similar. As leaf extension and maturation occur,
phytohormones are enriched at CW and xylem cells are rapidly
produced and expanded (Rossi et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2022),
influencing tubular cell lumen and CWA (Majda and Robert, 2018).
As a result, earlywood cells at CW are significantly larger in lumen
and CWA than at OW. The transition from earlywood to latewood
in xylem cells occurs after leaf bursting and extension is completed
(Fajstavr et al., 2019), when phytohormone concentrations in the
stem are at low levels and a slight reduction in cell size at CW occurs
due to gravity (Tarmian and Azadfallah, 2009; Palombo et al., 2018).
This leads to a significant increase in the size and number of xylem
earlywood cells at CW.

4.3. Differences in wood production
between OW and CW

Previous studies have used the difference of tree ring width
between the opposite and compression sides (CW-OW) to quantify
the effect of wind stress on trees (Fang et al., 2022a). This
method extracts a composite signal that encompasses a prolonged
growing season and increased growth rate, operating under the
premise that xylem production is co-regulated by the duration
of the growing season and the growth rate (Rossi et al., 2012;
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Camarero et al., 2022). In our study, we found that the greater
accumulation of xylem cells on the CW side was primarily due
to a higher rate of cell production rather than the duration of
xylem cell production. The xylem formation process was found to
be consistent between OW and CW in response to climate, with
the CW side responding to mechanical stress by accelerating its
cell division rate. Therefore, we suggest that the impact of external
stress on trees can be studied by considering the ratio between
the two sides simultaneously. When reconstructing regional wind
speeds, using the ratio chronology will provide a more accurate
reflection of wind speed changes than a difference chronology.

However, the physiological response of trees to prevailing
winds is complex, as wind not only generates mechanical stresses
in different directions compared to the steady mechanical stresses
generated by gravity but also accelerates related physiological
processes such as leaf transpiration (Telewski, 2012; Mitchell,
2013). Therefore, we recommend that future studies to accurately
understand the effects of strong winds on wood formation in
different directions within trees should include monitoring of
multiple tree species in strong wind conditions to further clarify
the effects of wind speed on tree growth and cambium activity.

5. Conclusion

This study investigates the dynamics of xylem formation
in P. massoniana Lamb. and compares the phenological and
anatomical characteristics of trees growing on steep slopes facing
opposite directions (OW and CW) in the humid subtropics. Our
findings demonstrate that xylem formation responds similarly to
climate in both OW and CW. Moreover, the number of cells
in the enlargement phase was limited by summer drought in
P. massoniana Lamb. in both directions. We observed that the
cell division rate of xylem cells in CW was accelerated, due to the
effect of gravity, although there was no significant difference in cell
division time. The earlywood cells in CW had larger cell lumens and
thinner cell walls, while the latewood cells had smaller cell lumens
and thicker cell walls. These differences in cellular anatomical
parameters suggest that phytohormones may influence xylem cell
morphology. The results of our study imply that trees growing in
locations with different mechanical stress primarily modify the rate
of cell division. So, we suggest calculating the ratio between OW
and CW widths to reconstruct wind stress changes rather than
calculating the residuals used in the current study.
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